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Welcome to the public open evenings at the Institute of Astronomy. Tonight’s talk starts promptly at 
7.15pm, and will be followed by an opportunity to observe with both modern and historical telescopes if 
and only if the weather is clear. If we’re not able to observe, members of the CAMBRIDGE ASTRONOMICAL 
ASSOCIATION will try to find something else to entertain you with in the lecture theatre after the tea 
break, for those who wish to stay. We are open on Wednesday evenings until the end of March, and the 
talk schedule for the remaining weeks can be found at :  

www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/0910/timetable.html 
 

If you have any questions, suggestions or comments about the IoA Open Evenings  
please get in touch with CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk   

 

TONIGHT’S TALK  :  Ryan Cooke is showcasing The best astronomical images of the last year   
NEXT WEEK’S TALK : Andreea Font will be telling us about The Milky Way  
AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT JUPITER’S GREAT RED SPOT 

As befits the largest planet in our Solar System, Jupiter also has the largest storm – the Great Red Spot, a 
hurricane large enough to accommodate two Earths, and which has been raging for the last 400 years at 
least. New imaging of the spot in the infra-red have given scientists the first detailed weather map of 
the interior of the storm (or indeed, of any such system on another planet besides Earth). Dark lanes 
around the storm show where gases are descending into the deeper regions of the planet’s atmosphere. 
These outskirts are cold, at temperatures of-260°C, but the inner regions of the storm are about 4° 
warmer. Just this tiny change in temperature is enough to trigger changes in the direction of the 
circulation in the heart of the storm. Most interestingly, the data prove that there is a direct link 
between the physical conditions of the atmosphere – such as the temperatures, winds, pressure and 
composition – and the actual colours within the Great Red Spot.  
THE CAMBRIDGE SCIENCE FESTIVAL IS UNDERWAY! 
We have been hard at work preparing for our annual OPEN AFTERNOON on Saturday 20th March, 2.30 
– 7pm. We shall be open to the public, with lots of demonstrations, displays and activities for everyone 
to learn about Astronomy. One highlight that afternoon will be a TALK FROM THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR 
AND PHYSICIST Paul Davies on The Eerie Silence: Are we alone in the universe? at 3pm. This is to 
publicise his book of the same name, which will of course also be on sale afterwards. Later talks will 
include Dr John Eldridge reprising his talk on The Good, the bad and the ugly : Science in Science 
Fiction (suitable for 8+) and Prof Gerry Gilmore asking What do we know about dark matter? You 
could then settle in for the ‘cinematic symphony’ of  Hawaiian Starlight, a film by Jean-Claude 
Cuillandre, or rest your feet at our ever-popular Starlite Cafe. There will be an EXHIBITION IN THE 
LIBRARY on Great Eclipse Expeditions consisting of books, photographs and historical exhibits, showing 
how eclipse expeditions were mounted to the furthest corners of the world and how they led 

http://www.universetoday.com/guide-to-space/the-solar-system/planet/�


astronomers to study local geography, society, fauna 
and flora. We also plan to have samples of moondust 
brought back by the Apollo astronauts for you to put 
under the microscope, and  flexible factagons, 
starwheels, and spiral galaxies for you (or the 
younger members of your party) to make and take 
home. The new Kavli Institute of Cosmology will 
be open, and hosting scale models of the Planck and 

Herschel telescopes, and an infrared camera to image you. Some Victorian astronomers will be holding 
forth in the Northumberland telescope, and the local branch of the UK StarWars Garrison will be 
around, so bring your cameras! The CAA will be hosting make-and-do activities, and helping with the 
public observing session in the evening, if (and only if) the weather is clear. 
 

WHAT’S IN THE SKY THIS WEEK? 
• The MOON is now a very thin crescent in the early evening twilight.  
• VENUS  is also an early evening object, very bright and low to the West at twilight. It’s almost ten 

times brighter than Sirius, and is easily seen once the Sun sets; it will be climbing higher each 
evening as the month progresses.  

• MARS is a very clear bright red-orange object visible all night, high to the South-East by 8pm.  
• SATURN is now easily visible, rising in the East at an altitude of 30° above the horizon by 9pm.  
 

Finally, there is no better place to start your stargazing than with the constellation of Orion, high in the 
South in the early Spring skies. Easily recognizable, it also acts as a pointer to many neighbouring 
constellations. His lower right knee (as you look at him) is RIGEL, and his upper left shoulder the red 
giant BETELGEUSE. Extend the line of his belt of 3 stars, up to the right to find ALDEBARAN, the brightest 
star in Taurus the bull. Beyond that, you can find the PLEAIDES open star cluster. Now extend the line of 
the belt in the opposite direction to find SIRIUS, the brightest star in the night sky. Now join an 
imaginary line from Rigel up through Betelgeuse to reach the ‘twins’ CASTOR and POLLUX in Gemini. 
And then completing the circle of bright stars around Orion, you can find PROCYON to the left (the 
brightest star of Canis Minor) and CAPELLA to the north (the brightest star of Auriga the charioteer). 
Mars can be found by extending an imaginary line from Sirius up through and beyond Procyon.  
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